BERLIN
Germany

GREENDOOR

BARTAUSEND

A classic among the bars in Berlin
right in the heart of district
Schoeneberg. Over 150 cocktails
created
with
the
restand
dedication that it deserves and
their motto “The power of positive
drinking” will be converted at any
time.

“The right place to go and just
have a drink. Bar Tausend is a
cool hot spot with a great back
room restaurant called cantina
offering a fine asian-latin
american fare.”
- Schiffbauerdamm 11, 10117 Berlin

- Winterfeldtstraße 50, 10781 Berlin

Chapter 1  BARS
- Schiffbauerdamm 11, 10117 Berlin

KIMCHIPRINCESS
The restaurant that best shows
off berlin is kimchi princess, right
in the heart of the district named
Kreuzberg The restaurant offers
a
very
authentic
Korean
charming neon lamp romance is
typical berlin – no style, no rules!
- Skalitzer Straße 36, 10999 Berlin

PAULYSAAL
The restaurant pauly saal is
located in the former jewish girls’
school and the latest project of
the grill royal team. the “house of
art
and
dining”
in
the
Auguststrasse is a combination
of exhibition spaces and culinary
experiences.
- Auguststraße 11, 10117 Berlin

Chapter 2  RESTAURANTS

KADEWE

HACKESCHERMARKT

The KaDeWe is the biggest
department store in Europe and
carries well known high end
designers and local vendors. On
the 6th floor is a gourmet court that
has specialties from all over the
world.
- - Tauentzienstraße 21-24, 10789 Berlin

For designer fashion guests may
head to Hackescher Markt,
plenty of young innovative
designers settled along with wellknown companies complete this
trendy shopping area.

Chapter 3  FASHION & SHOPPING

BOROSCOLLECTION
To explore some great art, guest may
go to the collection boros,
contemporary art in an old bunker,
alternate exhibitions on 3000 square
meters, tours possible every Saturday
and Sunday with appointment.
- Reinhardtstraße 20, 10117 Berlin

SCHARF-GERSTENBERG
COLLECTION
This collection is one of the most
important private art collections in
Germany. The initial focus of the
collecting
activity
from
Otto
Gerstenberg was on the old masters
and in particular their works in the
graphic medium. he possessed almost
all prints made by Albrecht Dürer,
Francisco de Goya and Rembrandt.
His attention later turned to French
impressionism and art around 1900.
- Schloßstraße 70, 14059 Berlin
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